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An even pair in a graph is a pair of non-adjacent vertices such that every chord-
less path between them has even length. A graph is called strict quasi-parity when
every induced subgraph that is not a clique has an even pair, and it is called
perfectly contractile when every induced subgraph can be turned into a clique
through a sequence of even-pair contractions. In this paper we determine the
K1, 3-free graphs that are strict quasi-parity and those that are perfectly contractile.
We show that for both classes the minimal forbidden configurations are odd holes,
antiholes and some line-graphs of bipartite graphs, as conjectured by several
authors. Our proofs are constructive and yield polynomial-time algorithms for the
recognition of both classes.  1998 Academic Press
Key Words: perfect graphs; vertex-coloring.
INTRODUCTION
We consider only finite and undirected graphs. A graph G is perfect if for
every induced subgraph H of G, the chromatic number /(H) of H is equal
to the maximum size of its cliques |(H). An odd (even) hole is a chordless
odd (even) cycle of G of length at least five. An odd (even) antihole is a
complement of an odd (even) hole. The class of perfect graphs was defined
by Claude Berge, who also made a famous conjecture.
Conjecture I (Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture, Berge [1]). Every
graph that contains no odd hole and no odd antihole is perfect.
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A proof of this conjecture has been the object of much research in the
past decades but still seems out of reach. Perfect graphs are also interesting
because there exists a polynomial algorithm, due to Gro tschel, Lova sz and
Schrijver [11], for determining their chromatic number, a problem known
to be NP-complete in the general case. However, this algorithm uses the
ellipsoid method and hence is not really efficient. So one may ask for a
combinatorial algorithm which is more efficient and which would also give
a good characterization of perfect graphs. For many classes of graphs, both
the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture and the problem of finding a combi-
natorial algorithm that computes the chromatic number for the corresponding
subclass of perfect graphs have been solved (see [3] for a very extensive
survey).
An even pair in a graph G is pair of non-adjacent vertices of G such that
the length (number of edges) of all chordless paths between them is even.
Contracting a pair of vertices [x, y] in a graph G means removing x and
y and adding a new vertex cx, y with edges to every neighbour of x or y.
We denote by Gxy the new graph. It is easy to see that |(Gxy)=|(G).
Fonlupt and Uhry [10] proved that contracting an even pair in a perfect
graph gives another perfect graph. Meyniel [20] proved that no minimally
imperfect graph has an even pair, and called strict quasi-parity (SQP) the
class of graphs where every induced subgraph that is not a clique has an
even pair. So every strict quasi-parity graph is perfect. The converse is
unfortunately not true; in fact one can find infinitely many perfect graphs
that are not strict quasi-parity [14] and are minimal with this property.
Here we call such graphs obstructions, so that a graph is strict quasi-parity
if and only if it contains no obstruction.
Conjecture II (Hougardy [14]). Every obstruction is either an odd
hole, or an antihole, or the line-graph of some bipartite graph.
For some graphs, the contraction of an even pair yields a perfect graph
that also has an even pair. Bertschi [2] calls a graph G even-contractile
if there is a sequence G0 , ..., Gk of graphs such that G=G0 , each Gi is
obtained from Gi&1 by contracting an even pair of Gi&1 , and Gk is a
clique. In that case, Gk is necessarily a clique of size |(G). The sequence
can also be of length 0; i.e., any complete graph is even-contractile. We can
find an |(G)-coloring of G as follows: first color the vertices of Gk with
|(G) colors, then assign to each vertex x of G the color of the vertex of Gk
into which x has been contracted through the sequence of contractions.
This promises to be an efficient coloring algorithm if finding the sequence
is easy. Bertschi calls perfectly contractile any graph all induced subgraphs
of which are even-contractile. Now there is a simple-to-state conjectured
characterization of perfectly contractile graphs.
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Conjecture III (Everett and Reed [8]). A graph is perfectly contractile
if and only if it contains no odd hole, no antihole, and no odd refinement of
the antihole with six vertices.
Here a refinement of a graph F means any graph that can be obtained
from F by replacing edges not lying in a triangle with chordless paths.
For short, we call a refinement of the antihole with six vertices a stretcher.
In other words, a stretcher S consists of two triangles, [x1 , y1 , z1] and
[xr , ys , zt], and three chordless paths, X=x1 } } } xr , Y= y1 } } } ys ; Z=z1 } } } zt ,
with no edges between them other than the two triangles’ edges, and we write
S=(X, Y, Z). A stretcher is odd (even) if all three chordless paths have
odd (even) length. The lengths are r&1, s&1, t&1, and the stretcher is
also denoted by S r&1, s&1, t&1; see Figs. 1 and 2. As a convention we also
consider as an even stretcher the degenerate case where one of the paths,
say Z, has length zero, i.e., z1=zt , but in this case the other two paths
have strictly positive even length. We will always use the notation S=(X, Y, Z)
with the assumption that if one path has length zero it is Z and no other.
Note that a perfectly contractile graph contains no odd hole and no
antihole since such graphs have no even pair. Moreover it can be proved
that any sequence of even-pair contractions in a odd stretcher leads to the
antihole with six vertices, which has no even pair. The proof of this fact is
rather simple but tedious; it appears in [16] and we do not repeat it here.
Thus no perfectly contractile graph may contain an odd stretcher. So the
‘‘only if ’’ part of Everett and Reed’s conjecture holds.
Hougardy’s conjecture and Everett and Reed’s conjecture were proved
for planar graphs [16, 17] and for bull-free graphs [9] (a bull is a graph
on five vertices obtained by adding a pendant vertex at two vertices of a
triangle). In both cases the proofs are constructive and yield a polynomial-
time algorithm that recognizes if a given planar graph or bull-free graph is
strict quasi-parity or, respectively, perfectly contractile. In the second case
FIG. 1. Some odd stretchers.
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FIG. 2. Some even stretchers.
the algorithm also gives a sequence of even-pair contractions that turns the
graph into a clique. A survey on these conjectures and results appears in [7].
The claw is the graph K1, 3 and a claw-free graph is a graph having no
induced claw. It is easy to see that every line-graph is claw-free; therefore
many statements on claw-free graphs can be seen as generalizations of
properties of the edges of a graph, especially in the domain of edge-coloring.
Parthasarathy and Ravindra [21] proved that a claw-free graph is perfect if
and only if it contains no odd hole and no odd antihole. In this paper, we
prove that the two conjectures above are true for claw-free graphs:
Theorem 1. Every claw-free obstruction is an odd hole, an antihole, or
the line-graph of some bipartite graph.
Theorem 2. A claw-free graph is perfectly contractile if and only if it
contains no odd hole, no antihole, and no odd stretcher.
Our proofs will be based on a description of the structure of claw-free
perfect graphs, which was completely determined in [6, 19]. To explain
this structure we need some terminology.
The neighbourhood of a vertex x in a graph G is denoted by N(x). Let
G be a graph which has a clique-cutset C and let B1 , ..., Bk be the connected
component of G&C. We call pieces of G with respect to C the induced
subgraphs Gi=G[Bi _ C]. We may think of C as decomposing G into
these pieces. If any piece has a clique-cutset then we may continue the
decomposition procedure. This yields a decomposition tree whose leaves
are subgraphs of G with no clique-cutset. A graph is called elementary if it
can be edge-colored with two colors in such a way that every chordless
path on three vertices has its two edges of different colors. A graph G is
called peculiar if it can be constructed as follows: take a complete graph K
whose set of vertices is split into pairwise disjoint non-empty sets A1 , B1 ,
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A2 , B2 , A3 , B3 ; for each i=1, 2, 3 remove a non-empty set of edges whose
extremities are in Ai and Bi+1 (subscripts are understood modulo 3); add
pairwise disjoint non-empty cliques K1 , K2 , K3 and, for each i=1, 2, 3,
make each vertex in Ki adjacent to all vertices in K&(Ai _ Bi). (For example,
the smallest peculiar graph has nine vertices, one in each of Ai , Bi , Ki ,
i=1, 2, 3; its complement is the graph obtained from a cycle a1b2 k2a2b3k3
a3 b1 k1 a1 by adding the chords k1k2 , k2 k3 , k1k3 .) The main result of
Chva tal and Sbihi is:
Theorem A (Chva tal and Sbihi [6]). A claw-free graph that has no
clique-cutset is perfect if and only if it is either elementary or peculiar.
In the rest of this section we show that it is sufficient to prove Theorems
1 and 2 for elementary graphs that are not cobipartite, because the other
cases are already solved or easy to handle, as follows.
Graphs with a Clique-Cutset
A graph is called triangulated if it contains no chordless cycle of length
at least four. It is not hard to prove that all triangulated graphs are
perfectly contractile [2].
Lemma 1. A graph G that has a clique cutset C is strict quasi-parity if
and only if every piece of G with respect to C is strict quasi-parity.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part is clear since the pieces are induced subgraphs
of G. So we need only prove the ‘‘if ’’ part. Let G1 , ..., Gk be the pieces of
G with respect to C. Let us consider any induced subgraph H of G and
show that H is a clique or has an even pair. If H is a subgraph of some
Gi we are done. In the alternate case, write Hi=H & Gi and assume by
symmetry that H1 , ..., Hh are non-empty for some hk, with h2. So
C & H is a clique-cutset of H, whose pieces are H1 , ..., Hh . However, if
some Hi is not a clique then by the hypothesis it has an even pair x, y. No
chordless path between x and y can go through another component of
H&C since C & H is a clique; it follows that x, y is an even pair of H. In
the remaining case, each Hi is a clique for i=1, ..., h, so H is a triangulated
graph. It is a routine matter to check that any vertex from H1&C plus any
vertex from H2&C from an even pair of H. K
By this lemma, in order to prove Hougardy’s conjecture for claw-free
graphs it suffices to prove it for the claw-free graphs that do not have a
clique-cutset.
Lemma 2. A graph G that has a clique-cutset C is perfectly contractile if
and only if every piece of G with respect to C is perfectly contractile.
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Proof. Let G1 , ..., Gk be the pieces of G with respect to C. If G is
perfectly contractile then by the definition, every induced subgraph of G is
perfectly contractile. Conversely, assume that each Gi is perfectly contractile.
Hence each Gi admits a sequence of even-pair contractions that turns it
into a clique. Note as in the preceding lemma that an even pair of Gi is also
an even pair of G and of any of the graphs that can be obtained from G
by contracting an even pair in some other piece of G. So we can perform
these k sequences of contractions in series, and we obtain a graph G$,
where C is a clique-cutset and where every piece of G$ with respect to C
is also a clique. Such a graph is triangulated, and it is easily seen to be per-
fectly contractile. So we have a sequence of even-pair contractions that
leads to a clique. The same holds for every induced subgraph of G, since
such a subgraph either is a subgraph of one of the Gi ’s or contains a clique-
cutset. K
By this lemma, in order to prove Everett and Reed’s conjecture for
claw-free graphs it suffices to prove it for the claw-free graphs that do not
have a clique-cutset.
Cobipartite Graphs and Peculiar Graphs
In this case the desired results are already known, as follows. A graph is
called perfectly orderable [4] if it admits a linear ordering < on its vertices
such that there exists no induced path on four vertices abcd with a<b and
d<c (an this is called a perfect ordering).
Theorem B [13, 20]. Every perfectly orderable graph is perfectly
contractile.
The proof of this theorem is such that given a perfect ordering, it is
possible to determine in polynomial time a sequence of even-pair contrac-
tions that turns the graph into a clique.
Theorem C [5]. A cobipartite graph is perfectly orderable if and only if
it contains no antihole.
Bipartite graphs that contain no hole are called chordal-bipartite. See
[18] for details on their structure and a fast algorithm to recognize them.
Theorem D [5]. A peculiar graph is perfectly orderable if and only if it
contains no antihole.
The proof of these two theorems is such that, given a cobipartite graph
or a peculiar graph, it is possible to test in polynomial time if it contains
an antihole, and if it does not it is possible to build a perfect ordering.
Moreover, observe that neither a strict quasi-parity graph nor a perfectly
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contractile graph may contain an antihole, since an antihole has no even
pair at all. Hence ‘‘perfectly orderable’’ can be replaced with ‘‘strict quasi-
parity’’ or with ‘‘perfectly contractile’’ in the preceding two theorems. So,
these three theorems imply Theorems 1 and 2 for peculiar or cobipartite
graphs.
These two theorems entail that, in order to prove either Hougardy’s
conjecture or Everett and Reed’s conjecture for claw-free graphs, it suffices
to prove it for those that are not cobipartite and not peculiar. Further-
more, with the remarks following Lemmas 1 and 2 and with Chva tal and
Sbihi’s theorem it suffices to prove these conjectures for elementary graphs.
So we now focus on elementary graphs.
The Structure of Elementary Graphs
First, let us recall some terminology and a characterization of line-graphs of
bipartite graphs. If B is a bipartite multigraph, we say that its line-graph L(B)
is an LGB graph. If B is a simple graph then we say that L(B) is an LGBS
graph. The graph K4&e is called the diamond.
Theorem E [12]. A graph is an LGBS graph if and only if it contains
no claw, no diamond, and no odd hole.
Remark that in an LGBS graph H, the neighbourhood of every vertex
is either one clique or two cliques with no edge between them.
The elementary graphs were completely characterized by Maffray and
Reed [19] as follows. An edge is called flat if it does not lie in a triangle.
Let xy be a flat edge of a graph G and (X, Y; F ) a cobipartite graph dis-
joint from G, where X, Y are disjoint non-empty cliques and there exists at
least one edge from X to Y. We can obtain a new graph from G _ (X, Y; F )
by removing x and y and adding all the edges between X and N(x)& y and
all edges between Y and N( y)&x. This is called augmenting the flat edge
xy with the cobipartite graph (X, Y; F ). More generally, for any integer
h0, consider h pairwise non-incident flat edges e1 , ..., eh of G and h
cobipartite graphs (X1 , Y1 ; E1), ..., (Xh , Yh ; Eh) that are mutually disjoint
and disjoint from G, such that Xi , Y i are two disjoint non-empty cliques,
and there exists at least one edge from Xi to Yi . We can augment
simultaneously the edges e1 , ..., eh with (X1 , Y1 ; E1), ..., (Xh , Yh ; Eh),
respectively. Since these h edges are non-incident, the graph that results
from these augmentations is the same regardless of the order in which they
are performed, and is called an augmentation of G. (When h=0 the
augmentation is G itself.) The cobipartite graphs (Xi , Yi ; Ei) are called the
augments.
Theorem F [19]. A graph G is elementary if and only if it is an augmenta-
tion of the line-graph H* of a bipartite multigraph. One can determine in
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polynomial time the graph H*, h pairwise non-incident flat edges e1 , ..., eh
of H*, and a set of h disjoint cobipartite subgraphs (Xi , Yi ; Ei) such that G
is obtained by augmenting in H* each such edge with the corresponding
cobipartite graph. Moreover, one may assume that each vertex of Xi has a
neighbour in Yi and vice versa.
The graph H* in this theorem is called a skeleton of G (in fact the
skeleton is unique up to isomorphism).
In any graph G we will call twins any two adjacent vertices x, y such that
N(x) _ [x]=N( y) _ [ y] (some authors say ‘‘adjacent twins’’ in this case).
We call atom of G every clique such that any two vertices of the clique are
twins and that is maximal with this property. The atoms form a partition
of the vertex set of G (they are the classes of the equivalence relation ‘‘x= y
or x, y are twins’’).
In an elementary graph G with skeleton H*, we call reduced skeleton of
G the graph H obtained from H* by keeping just one vertex in each atom
of H*. So H=L(B), where B is a bipartite simple graph, and H contains
no diamond. For each vertex x of H, we call A(x) the corresponding atom
of H*. We may assume that H*=L(B*), where B* is the bipartite multi-
graph obtained by multiplying |A(x)| times each edge x of B. If x=xi
(resp. x= yi) then A(x)=[xi] (resp. A(x)=[ yi]). On the other hand if
x  [x1 , ..., xh , y1 , ..., yh], then A(x) is called a plain atom of H*. It is easy
to see that that each plain atom of H* is also an atom of G. For each
vertex x of H such that A(x) is a plain atom we write M(x)=A(x); we also
write M(xi)=Xi and M( yi)=Yi . So, the collection [M(x)]x # V(H) is a
partition of the vertex-set of G. A clique of H or H* is called special if it
contains both xi , yi for some i, and normal otherwise; so the special cliques
of H or H* are the edges [xi , yi] (i=1, ..., h). Likewise a clique of G is
called special if it meets both Xi , Yi , and normal otherwise. For a normal
clique Q of H, the set A(Q)= [A(x) | x # Q] is a normal clique of H*,
and the set M(Q)= [M(x) | x # Q] is a normal clique of G. In G, the set
N(X i) contains Yi , every vertex of N(Xi)&Yi is adjacent to every vertex
of Xi , and the clique Xi _ N(Xi)&Yi is normal.
2. CLAW-FREE PERFECTLY CONTRACTILE GRAPHS
This section has two purposes. First, we give the proof of Theorem 2;
this proof is essentially an algorithm which, given a claw-free perfect graph
containing no antihole and no odd stretcher, even-contracts this graph into
a clique. Then we give an algorithm that determines if a given claw-free
perfect graph is perfectly contractile and, if it is not, exhibits an induced
antihole or odd stretcher. Both algorithms are based on Chva tal and Sbihi’s
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algorithm for claw-free Berge graph recognition. As a preliminary step we need
to study further the line-graphs of bipartite graphs.
Line-Graphs of Bipartite Graphs
A 2-clique-cutset of a graph is a cutset C consisting of two disjoint
cliques C1 , C2 with no edges between them. Let B* be a bipartite multi-
graph and H*=L(B*) its line-graph and let B be the underlying simple
graph of B*, and H=L(B). The next lemma is evident, since a stretcher
cannot contain twins.
Lemma 3. H* contains no odd stretcher if and only if H contains no odd
stretcher.
An atom of H* (resp. a vertex of H) is called nice if its neighbourhood
consists of exactly two non-adjacent atoms (resp. vertices).
Lemma 4. Suppose that H has a nice vertex x, with N(x)=[u, v]. Then
H$=(Huv)&x is an LGB graph. Moreover, H contains an odd stretcher if
and only if H$ contains an odd stretcher. Also, if H has a clique-cutset then
H$ has a clique-cutset or is a clique.
Proof. In B the edge x is incident only with the edge u at one endpoint
and with the edge v at the other. Let bu be the vertex of B in u&x, and bv ,
the vertex of B in v&x. So bu and bv are at odd distance in B. Let B$ be the
bipartite graph obtained from B by removing the edges x, u, v and adding
one new edge between bu and bv . Call cuv the vertex of H$ that represents
this new edge. It is a routine matter to check that H$=L(B$).
Next, observe that in H every odd stretcher contains either zero or three
of the vertices u, x, v. Clearly, H&x contains an odd stretcher if and only
if H$&cuv contains an odd stretcher (the same one). On the other hand,
H contains an odd stretcher that uses x if and only if H$ contains an odd
stretcher that uses cuv ; this stretcher is obtained by replacing u, x, v
with cuv .
Finally, suppose H has a clique-cutset C. If C does not contain any of
x, u, v then C is a clique-cutset of H$. If C contains one of them then either
H$ is a clique or one of C&[x, u, v] or C _ [cuv]&[x, u, v] is a clique-
cutset of H$. K
Theorem 3. Every LGB graph H* satisfies at least one of the following
properties:
v H* is a clique;
v H* has a clique-cutset;
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v H* contains an odd stretcher;
v H* has two non-adjacent nice atoms.
Proof. Let H* be an LGB graph which is not a clique, contains no odd
stretcher, and has no clique-cutset, and let us prove that H* has two non-
adjacent nice atoms by induction on the number of its vertices. The desired
fact is trivial when H* has at most four vertices. Note that H has no
clique-cutset: indeed, for any clique-cutset Q of H, if Q were a normal
clique then the set A(Q) would be a clique-cutset of H*, while if Q were
a special clique xi yi then, since H* is claw-free and x i yi is flat, X i or Yi
would be a clique-cutset of H*. Furthermore H is clearly connected. K
Lemma 5. H either is an even hole or contains an even stretcher.
Proof. If B contains no cycle of length at least six as a partial subgraph,
then, since C 6=L(K2, 3), every block of B is an edge or a C4 , and so its
line-graph has a clique-cutset or is a C4 . Since H has no clique-cutset it
must be a C4 , and we are done. Now assume that B contains a cycle of
length at least six, and in consequence H contains an even hole C as an
induced subgraph. If H=C the lemma is proved. So assume that H&C is
not empty. Enumerate the vertices of C as v1 , v2 , ..., v2k in the natural cyclic
order. Observe that for every vertex x in NH(C), the set N(x) & C is either
[vi , vi+1] for some i (and we say that x is of Type 2), or [vi , vi+1 , vj , vj+1]
for some i, j of different parity and with |i& j |3 (and we say that x is of
Type 4), for otherwise C+x contains a claw, a diamond, or an odd hole.
If some x # NH(C) is of Type 4 then C+x is a degenerate even stretcher
and the lemma is proved. So we may assume that every vertex of NH(C)
is of Type 2. Let x be such a vertex, with N(x) & C=[v1 , v2]. Since H has
no clique-cutset, H&[v1 , v2] is connected, so there exists a path P from x
to C&[v1 , v2], and we choose such an x and a P so as to minimize the
length of P. The interior vertices of P have no neighbour in C, for otherwise
a shorter P could be found. Now a brief and simple examination shows
that either C+P contains an odd hole, which is excluded, or C+P is a
stretcher, necessarily an even stretcher. K
If H is a cycle the theorem is proved. So by Lemma 5 we may assume
that H contains an even stretcher S=(X, Y, Z), where [x1 , y1 , z1] and
[xr , ys , zt] are triangles, and X=x1x2 } } } xr , Y= y1 y2 } } } ys , Z=z1z2 } } } zt
are even chordless paths, possibly with t=1. Let Q and R be the maximal
cliques of H that contain x1 , y1 , z1 and xr , ys , zt , respectively.
Lemma 6. If H contains an even stretcher S=(X, Y, Z) then H has two
2-clique-cutsets CX , CY such that CX (resp. CY) separates the interior of X
from Y _ Z (resp. the interior of Y from X _ Z).
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Proof. Let QX (resp. RX) be the subset of those vertices u of Q (resp.
of R) for which there exists a chordless path from u to X&[x1 , xr] whose
interior vertices are not in Y _ Z _ Q _ R. Obviously x1 # Qx and xr # Rx .
We claim that CX=QX _ RX is a 2-clique-cutset of H separating X&[x1 , xr]
from Y _ Z. Suppose that this is not true: there exists in H&QX _ RX a path
from some interior vertex of X to some vertex of Y _ Z. Between all these
paths, let P=v1 } } } vp be a shortest one ( p3), with v1 # X and vp # Y _ Z.
So P is chordless and does not intersect the path among Y, Z that does not
contain vp . There is no edge from P[v3 } } } vp&2] to X _ Y _ Z&[x1 , xr]
for otherwise there would exist a shorter P.
If v2 sees three consecutive vertices of X then we find a diamond; if v2
sees two non-consecutive vertices xi , xj of X then v2 , xi , xj , v3 form a claw;
if v2 sees just one x i then by the definition of P we have 1<i<r and
xi , xi+1 , xi&1 , v2 form a claw. It follows that v2 sees exactly two consecutive
vertices xi , xi+1 (1i<r) and no other vertex of X.
When Z has positive length we may assume by symmetry that vp # Y.
The absence of claw and diamond in H implies that either vp&1 sees y j
and yj+1 for some j with 1 js&1 and sees no other vertex of Y (first
situation), or vp&1 sees x1 , y1 and z1 (or xr , ys , and zt) and no other
vertex of Y _ Z (second situation). However, in the second situation, vp&i
should be in QX or RX , contradicting the definition of P. When Z has length
zero and vp is in Z(vp=z1=zt) then vp must see either both x1 , y1 or both
xr , ys or else a claw centered at vp is found, and so again vp should be in
QX or RX , which is excluded. So we may assume that we are in the first
situation regardless of the length of Z. Then vp&1 sees no vertex z of Z, for
otherwise either vp&1 , z, vp&2 , yj or vp&1 , z, vp&2 , y j+1 would form a claw.
Now, since Y has even length, one of Y[ y1 } } } y j] or Y[ yj+1 } } } ys] is an
odd chordless path, say Y$=Y[ y1 } } } yj] is odd. Then Z$=Y[ yj+1 } } } ys]
+ yszt+Z is an odd chordless path from yj+1 to z1 . The path P[vp&1 } } } v2]
+v2xi+X[xi } } } x1] contains a chordless path X$ from x1 to vp&1 . Now X$
is odd, for otherwise X$+vp&1 yj+1+Z$+x1z1 would be an odd hole. But
then we find an odd stretcher, formed by the two triangles [x1 , y1 , z1] and
[vp&1 , yj , yj+1] and the three odd chordless paths X$, Y$, Z$. So CX=QX+RX
is a 2-clique-cutset. The proof is the same for CY . K
Let CX=QX _ RX be the 2-clique-cutset of H defined as in the preceding
lemma. Let X$ be the connected component of H&CX that contains the
interior of X. Consider the graph HX obtained from H[X$ _ CX] by adding
a new vertex aX adjacent to all vertices of CX .
Lemma 7. HX is the line-graph of a bipartite multigraph, has no clique-
cutset and no odd stretcher, and is not a clique.
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Proof. Let bQ and bR be the vertices of B whose incident edges form
respectively the cliques Q and R in H. Since X is an even path from a
vertex of Q to a vertex of R in H, it must be that in B the vertices bQ , bR
are at odd distance. Let BX be the graph obtained from B by keeping only
the edges represented in H by vertices of X$ _ CX and adding an edge
aX=bQbR . Then BX is bipartite and clearly HX=L(BX). The graph HX is
not a clique since QX and RX are non-adjacent. If HX contained an odd
stretcher S then this stretcher should contain the vertex aX or else it would
be entirely in H. But then, replacing aX with the path Y in S, we would
obtain an odd stretcher in H. Finally, if HX contained a clique-cutset C,
then C should contain aX or else it would be a clique-cutset of H. But this
is impossible because the neighbourhood of aX in HX is QX _ RX and HX
contains the path X that connects QX with RX . K
Now, since HX is smaller than H, the induction hypothesis points to two
non-adjacent nice atoms in HX . (Possibly QX and RX are non-trivial atoms
of HX , but any other vertex forms one atom.) We claim that HX contains
a nice atom different from QX , RX , [aX]. Indeed, if this is false then the
only two non-adjacent nice atoms of HX are QX and RX . In this case
N(QX)&[aX] (resp. N(RX)&[aX]) must be just one atom and we call it
UX (resp. VX). If UX=VX then HX=QX _ RX _ [aX] _ UX , and in fact
UX was a nice atom of HX . If UX {VX , then UX _ VX is a 2-clique-cutset
of HX . We build a graph H$X by removing from HX the atoms QX , RX ,
[aX] and adding a new vertex a$x adjacent to all of UX _ VX . Similarly to
the preceding lemma, it is a routine matter to check that H$X is a line-graph
of a bipartite graph, has no clique-cutset, is not complete, and has no odd
stretcher. By the induction hypothesis there exists in H$X a nice atom
different from [a$X]. Clearly this is a nice atom of HX . So our claim is true,
and X$ contains a nice atom of HX , which clearly is also a nice atom of H.
We can apply the same argument to Y and find a nice atom of H in the
component of H&CY that contains Y. Now we have found two non-adjacent
nice atoms of H, and the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. K
Proof of Theorem 2
As pointed out in the Introduction the ‘‘only if ’’ part of Everett and
Reed’s conjecture is true. Hence we need only prove the ‘‘if ’’ part of the
theorem. From now on, let G be a claw-free graph that contains no odd
hole, no antihole, and no odd stretcher.
If G has a clique-cutset C, it is clear that G contains no odd hole, no
antihole, and no odd stretcher if and only if every piece of G with respect
to C contains no such subgraphs. Hence and by Lemma 2, it is sufficient
to prove Theorem 2 for the leaves of a clique-cutset decomposition tree of
G, and by Theorem A these leaves are elementary or peculiar. The case of
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peculiar graphs was solved by Theorems B and D. From now on we may
assume that G is an elementary graph. So the structure of G is described
in Theorem F, and we use the same notation. If G is cobipartite the desired
result is given in Theorems B and C. So we will assume that G is not
cobipartite.
For each i=1, ..., h we will say that the pair Xi , Yi involved in the i th
augment is graded if, for any two vertices u, v in Xi the sets N(u) & Yi and
N(v) & Yi are comparable by inclusion; equivalently, for any two vertices
u, v in Yi the sets N(u) & Xi and N(v) & Xi are comparable. In other words,
the pair Xi , Yi is not graded if and only if it contains a C4 .
Theorem 4. For an elementary graph G that is not cobipartite, the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) G contains no odd stretcher and no even antihole.
(2) The reduced skeleton H contains no odd stretcher, and every pair
Xi , Yi of G is graded.
(3) G is perfectly contractile.
Clearly, this theorem implies the ‘‘if ’’ part of Theorem 2. Now we prove
Theorem 4.
The implication (3) O (1) is clear.
The implication (1) O (2) is easy, as follows. First, H contains no odd
stretcher since it is a subgraph of G. Second, suppose that for some i the
pair Xi , Yi is not graded. So there exist two vertices x, x$ of Xi and two
vertices y, y$ of Yi such that x sees y and misses y$, while x$ sees y$ and
misses y. Since G is not cobipartite, G&(Xi _ Yi) is not empty, and by
connectivity there exists in G&(Xi _ Yi) a vertex u adjacent to Xi . By the
definition of augmentation, u sees all of Xi . Since G has no clique-cutset,
G&Xi is connected, and so there exists a shortest path P from u to Yi
in G&Xi . Note that the penultimate vertex of P before Yi is in G&Yi and
sees all of Yi . Then the vertices in [x, x$, y, y$] _ (P&Yi) induce an odd
stretcher.
Now we prove the implication (2) O (3) by induction on the number
of vertices. So we need only show that G is even-contractile. The proof is
an algorithm which, given a claw-free graph containing no odd hole, no
antihole, and no odd stretcher, finds a sequence of even-pair contractions
that leads to a clique. We can assume that G contains no clique cutset, or
else we are already done by the induction hypothesis and by Lemma 2.
Claim 1. H has no clique-cutset.
Proof. Suppose that Q is a minimal clique-cutset of H. If Q is normal,
then M(Q) would be a clique-cutset of G, a contradiction. If Q is not
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normal, then Q[xi , yi] for some i. Then the fact that xi yi is flat implies
that one of xi , yi is a cut-vertex of H ; but then one of Xi , Yi is a clique-
cutset of G. K
The graph H* is not a clique, for otherwise either G=H* or H* consists
of only one flat edge and G is cobipartite. So H is not a clique, and since
H has no clique-cutset, Theorem 3 implies the existence of a nice vertex
in H. Consider any nice vertex x of H and write NH(x)=[u, v]. Note that
ux and vx are flat edges of H, so one of them may be special (but of course
not both). It may also be that u or v is nice (or both), and in such a case
we call u$ (resp. v$) the other neighbour of u (resp. of v). It could even
happen that both u and v are nice and that both edges uu$ and vv$ are
special (and then xu and xv are not special, and u${v$); in this particular
case we say that x is not very nice, otherwise we say that x is very nice.
Observe that if x is not very nice then u is very nice (else the edge xv should
be special). By this argument we can select a very nice vertex x in H. Now
we will show that M(u) _ M(v) is ‘‘full’’ of even pairs that are interesting
to contract.
Observe that for each w in H, there exists a total ordering <w on the
vertices of M(w) such that a<w b if and only if N(a) _ [a]N(b) _ [b].
Indeed if M(w) is a plain atom then any ordering will do. If M(w)=Xi , we
can take the ordering induced by the fact that the pair Xi , Yi is graded
since, by the definition of augmentation, every vertex of Xi sees every vertex
of N(Xi)&Yi .
Now consider the cliques M(u) and M(v) in G, where u, v are the
neighbours of the very nice vertex x mentioned two paragraphs above.
Assume without loss of generality that |M(u)||M(v)|. We can write
M(u)=[u1 , ..., up] with p=|M(u)|, in such a way that ui<u u j if and only
if 1 j<i p. Also, we write M(v)=[v1 , ..., vq] with q=|M(v)|, in such
a way that vi<v vj whenever 1 j<iq. Let G0=G and, for j p, let Gj
be the graph obtained by contracting in Gj&1 the pair [uj , vj] into a new
vertex cj .
Claim 2. M(x) contains a vertex x0 that sees all of M(u) _ M(v).
Proof. If both xu and xv are normal edges of H then the claim is trivial:
every vertex of M(x) sees all of M(u) _ M(v). In the alternate case, exactly
one of xu, xv is special, say xu is special, i.e., M(x)=Xk and M(u)=Yk for
some k. Every vertex in M(x) sees all of M(v). Since Xk , Yk is graded and
since every vertex of Yk has a neighbour in Xk by Theorem F, the maximal
vertex in (Xk , <x) sees all of Yk . This is the desired vertex. K
Claim 3. For each i=1..., p, [ui , vi] is an even pair of Gi&1 .
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Proof. If this claim is false, consider a chordless odd path P between ui
and vi in Gi&1 . Observe that P contains none of the contracted vertices
c1 , ..., ci&1 , as these are all adjacent to ui and vi ; so,
P is a path in G&[u1 , ..., u i&1 , v1 , ..., vi&1]. (1)
Note that P has at most two vertices in M(u) and at most two vertices in
M(v) since these are cliques. Since M(u) _ M(v) is a 2-clique-cutset of G, P
is either entirely in G&M(x) or entirely in M(u) _ M(x) _ M(v).
First, suppose that P is in G&M(x). If P has another vertex in M(u)
then we can write P=ui uj a } } } vi , where a is not in M(u). But then the
existence of a means that uiu uj , i.e., j<i, in contradiction with (1). So
P has only one vertex in M(u), and, by symmetry, only one in M(v); in
other words the interior vertices of P are all in G&M(u) _ M(v) _ M(x).
But now P+x0 is an odd hole.
Now assume that P lies in M(u) _ M(x) _ M(v). Recall that at most one
of xu, xv is special, and so every vertex of M(X) sees either all of M(u) or
all of M(v). This implies that we can write P=u i ujavi or P=ui avivj for
some a # M(x). But the existence of a means that ui<u uj (resp. v i<v vj), a
contradiction as above. K
By the preceding claim, the graph Gp is the end of a sequence of p even-pair
contractions starting from G. So, in order to show that G is even-contractile
we need only show that Gp is even-contractile. Write S=[vp+1 , ..., vq] if
q> p, else S=<, and write C=[c1 , ..., cp]. The set C _ S is the image of
M(u) _ M(v) after the p even-pair contractions have been performed. Observe
that C _ S is a clique and a cutset of Gp ; more precisely, the pieces of Gp
with respect to C _ S are Gp&M(x) and the subgraph Gxp of Gp induced
by M(x) _ C _ S. Hence, by Lemma 2 it suffices to show that each of these
two pieces is perfectly contractile.
In the cobipartite graph Gxp the set M(x) _ C induces a clique because in
G the vertices of M(x) see all of M(u) or all of M(v), and the set M(x) _ S
induces the same subgraph as in G. Hence this cobipartite contains no C4 ,
so it is triangulated and perfectly contractile.
Now consider Gp&M(x). Call Kv the maximal clique of G that contains
M(v) and not M(x), and write Qv=Kv&M(v)=NG(M(v))&M(x) (if v is
nice then Qv=M(v$)). In Gp&M(x) the neighbourhood of S can be written
as C _ Z, where Z is a subset of Qv ; more precisely, we can distinguish two
cases: (a) if v is a nice vertex and vv$ is special then Z=M(v$) & NG(S), and
a vertex of S does not necessarily see all of Z ; (b), if (a) does not hold then
Z=Qv and every vertex of S sees all of Z. However, we claim that in both
cases the set C _ Z is a clique. In case (b) this is trivial. To prove it in case (a),
recall that the augments are graded, and so every vertex of M(v$) seen in
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G by a vertex of S=[vp+1 , ..., vq] must be seen by every vertex of M(v)&S=
[v1 , ..., vp], and thus is seen in Gp by all of C. Therefore C _ Z is a clique-
cutset of Gp ; the corresponding pieces are the subgraph induced by S _ C _ Z
and the graph G$=Gp&M(x)&S. The subgraph induced by S _ C _ Z is
cobipartite and contains no C4 , by an argument similar to that of the
preceding paragraph. Now, applying Lemma 2 we need only show that the
graph G$ is even-contractile.
Call Ku the maximal clique of G that contains M(u) and not M(x), and
write Qu=Ku&M(u)=NG(M(u))&M(x) (if u is nice then Qu=M(u$)).
Note that NG$(C)=Qu _ Qv . A vertex of C may miss a vertex of Qu but
only if uu$ is a special edge of H*; likewise, a vertex of C may miss a vertex
of Q, but only if vv$ is a special edge of H*. However, since x is very nice,
we know that at least one of Qu , Qv is a normal clique of H.
Claim 4. The graph G$ is elementary, its skeleton contains no odd stretcher,
and its augments are graded.
Proof. Write H$=(Huv)&x and call cuv the contracted vertex. By
Lemma 4, H$ is an LGB and contains no odd stretcher.
First, suppose that C sees all of Qu _ Qv . Let H$* be the graph obtained
from H$ by substituting each vertex z with the atom A$(z) defined as
follows. If NH(u) & NH(v)=[x] then set A$(cuv)=C, and set A$(z)=A(z)
for every vertex z of H$&cuv . If NH (u) & NH (v)=[x, y] then cuv and y are
twins in H$ and we remove y from H$; then we set A$(cuv)=C _ A( y) and
A$(z)=A(z) for every vertex z of H$&[cuv , y]. Now it is a routine matter
to check that G$ is obtained from H$* by augmenting with (Xi , Yi ; Ei)
every special edge xi yi of H* that is not incident to x, u, v. These augments
are graded by hypothesis. The graph H$* contains no odd stretcher since
H$ contains none Lemma 3.
Now suppose that some vertex of C does not see all of Qu _ Qv . By
symmetry, and since x is very nice, this means that uu$ is a special edge of
H* for some u${x, and Qv is a normal clique. Note that vu$ is not an edge of
H or else M(v) _ M(u$) would be a clique-cutset of G. So NH(u) & NH(v)=[x].
Let H$* be the graph obtained from H$ by substituting each vertex z of H$
with the atom A$(z) defined as follows. Set A$(cuv)=[cuv], A$(u$)=[u$],
and set A$(z)=A(z) for every vertex z of H$&[cuv , u$]. Now it is a routine
matter to check that G$ is obtained from H$* by augmenting with (Xi , Yi ; Ei)
every special edge xiyi of H* that is not incident to x, u, v and augmenting
with (C, M(u$)) the special edge cuv u$. It is easy to check that these
augments are graded, by hypothesis; in particular (C, M(u$)) is graded
because (M(u), M(u$)) is graded. The graph H$* contains no odd stretcher
by Lemma 3. K
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This claim and the induction hypothesis imply at once that G$ is perfectly
contractile, and therefore that G is. This completes the proof of Theorem 4,
and of Theorem 2. K
Remark. A referee wondered whether it is true that every claw-free
perfectly contractile graph admits a sequence of even-pair contractions that
turns it into a clique and where every intermediate graph is claw-free. We
provide a counterexample to a weaker question: does every elementary
perfectly contractile graph admit a sequence of even-pair contractions that
turns it into a clique and where every intermediate graph is claw-free or has
a clique-cutset? Indeed, make a graph on twelve vertices a0 , b0 , ..., a5 , b5 by
putting an edge between any two vertices whose subscripts differ modulo
6 by at most one, except between b1 and b2 and between b4 and b5 . This
graph is easily seen to be elementary and perfectly contractile (its reduced
skeleton is a C6 and its augments are C4 -free). Up to isomorphism there
are only two even pairs: [a1 , a3] and [a1 , a5]. When either pair is contracted
we obtain a graph that has no clique-cutset and contains a claw (a K1, 4
when the second pair is contracted).
Recognition of Claw-Free Perfectly Contractile Graphs
The problem of deciding if a given claw-free graph G is perfectly contractile
can also be solved using the above results. First, use the algorithm of
Whitesides [22] to decompose the graph through clique-cutsets into graphs
that have no clique cutsets. Then test if every such indecomposable graph
is either elementary or peculiar, using the methods given in [6]. Testing if
a peculiar graph is perfectly contractile can be done as mentioned after
Theorem D. For an elementary graph G, we use Theorem F to get its skeleton
and augments. If G is cobipartite then again we can find out whether its
complement contains an even hole as mentioned after Theorem C. If G is
not cobipartite then we use condition (2) of Theorem 4. Testing if the
augments are graded is easy as it involves only neighbourhood comparison.
So we need only test if a given LGB graph is perfectly contractile.
Algorithm LGBPC
Input: An LGB graph H ; Question: Is H perfectly contractile?
Step 0. H0=H;
Step 1. If H0 has a nice vertex x then set H0 :=H0 N(x)&x and
repeat Step 1 with this new graph; (If there is a non-trivial atom in this
new graph then we remove all but one vertex from this atom; this is trivially
legal by Lemma 3.)
Step 2. If H0 is a clique then declare that H is perfectly contractile;
else declare that H is not perfectly contractile.
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Lemma 4 and Theorem 3 ensure that this algorithm is correct. This
algorithm involves only looking for nice vertices and contracting their
neighbours, which is obviously a linear-time task.
When an elementary graph G is not perfectly contractile and its augments
contain no antihole, the reader may want to see explicitly an odd stretcher
induced in G. Note that if an augment is not graded then the proof of (1) O (2)
above is a simple algorithm that finds an induced odd stretcher. On the other
hand if the augments are graded, the graph H0 found when the algorithm
LGBPC applied to the skeleton of G stops may not necessarily be an odd
stretcher. We only know that H0 contains an odd stretcher. Nonetheless
the proof of Theorem 3 suggests a subaltern algorithm that finds an odd
stretcher in H0 as follows.
1. Start with a hole of H0 ; for H0=L(B0), this task is equivalent to
determining a block of B0 that is not an edge or a C4 .
2. Since H0 itself is not a hole, the proof of Lemma 5 is a linear-time
algorithm that finds a stretcher S=(X, Y, Z) in H0 . If this is an odd
stretcher we are done. If S is an even stretcher, the proof of Lemma 6 is
a linear-time algorithm that finds either an odd stretcher of H0 or a 2-clique-
cutset CX . In the latter case, we may assume that the component of H0&CX
that does not contain Y _ Z is not a path, or else we choose CY or CZ ;
indeed, if all three relevant components were paths it would mean that
H0=S and we would be done already.
3. Let H$0 and H"0 be the two components of H0&CX . Consider the
graph H1 obtained from H$0 _ CX by adding an artifical vertex a1X adjacent
to all of CX , and the graph H2 obtained from H"0 _ CX similarly. For every
pair of non-adjacent vertices u, v in CX we mark an arbitrary even u&v-
path P1(u, v) in H"0 _ CX , resp. P2(u, v) in H$0 _ CX . Such paths exists by
the definition of CX . Arguing as in Lemma 7, we know that at least one of
H1 , H2 must contain an odd stretcher. So we iterate this algorithm with
each of these two graphs. Recursively we can find an odd stretcher in, say,
H1 . Then either it is an odd stretcher in H0 , or it contains the artificial
vertex a1x , and in that case we can replace a
1
X with P1(u, v), where u, v are
the two neighbours of a1x in this stretcher, and we obtain an odd stretcher
in H0 .
To analyze the complexity of this subaltern algorithm, let us note that
each of Steps 1, 2, and 3 takes linear time. Moreover, using an argument
similar to the one used by Hsu in [15] we know that the decomposition
of Step 3 is performed at most O(n) time (n is the number of vertices of H).
Hence the overall complexity of this algorithm is O(nm) (m is the number
of edges of H).
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3. CLAW-FREE STRICT QUASI-PARITY GRAPHS
Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of this theorem is an algorithm which, given a claw-free perfect
graph G, will either certify that this graph is strict quasi-parity or produce
an induced obstruction. It will be clear from the proof that any such
obstruction is either an even antihole or an LGB graph.
As usual, we first find a clique-cutset decomposition tree for G. Lemma 1
tells us that G is strict quasi-parity if and only if each leaf is strict quasi-parity.
Testing if a cobipartite or peculiar leaf is strict quasi-parity is again equivalent
to testing if it is perfectly orderable, and this can be done as in the Introduc-
tion. In this case the only obstructions are even antiholes.
Now we assume that we have an elementary graph G which is not
cobipartite and has no clique-cutset. Theorem F gives us its skeleton H*,
with h special flat edges x1 y1 , ..., xh yh of H*, and the corresponding
augments (X1 , Y1 ; E1), ..., (X1 , Yh ; Eh).
Lemma 8. Let M be an obstruction in G and i an integer such that
M & (Xi _ Yi){<. If M3 Xi _ Yi , then the following hold.
v If (M & Xi , M & Yi) is graded then each of M & Xi and M & Yi has
just one vertex and these two vertices are adjacent.
v If (M & Xi , M & Yi) is not graded then each of M & Xi and M & Yi
has just two adjacent vertices and these four vertices induce a C4 .
Proof. First, let us assume that (M & Xi , M & Yi) is graded. We call xi
and yi some maximal vertices of (M & Xi , <) and (M & Yi , <), respec-
tively, where as usual the sign < represents neighbourhood inclusion. So
xi sees all of M & Yi and yi sees all of M & Xi . We consider M$=M&(Xi _ Yi
&[xi , yi]) and claim that M$ is an even pair-free subgraph of G. This and the
minimality of M will imply M=M$, so M & Xi=[xi] and M & Yi=[ yi], as
desired. To prove the claim, let us consider two non-adjacent vertices u, v
of M$ and show that there exists a chordless odd path between them in M$.
Since M is an obstruction there exists a chordless odd u&v-path P in M.
Clearly P contains at most two vertices from Xi and at most two from Yi .
If P contains two vertices a, b from M & Xi , then it contains no vertex of
N(Xi)&Yi , for otherwise it would contain a triangle. Moreover, since
M & Xi is graded, we may assume ab. So P=abc } } } v, with c # Yi , and
in fact a<b. But u=a is impossible since a # Xi&[xi]. So P contains at
most one vertex from Xi and, similarly, at most one from Yi . Note that if
P contains a vertex x from Xi , then N(x) & P consists of at most one vertex
from M & Yi and at most one vertex from N(Xi) & M&Yi . Now we modify
P so as to get a u&v-path P$ as follows: if P contains a vertex from Xi
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(resp. from Yi) then replace this vertex with xi (resp. with yi). Hence P$ is
a chordless odd path in M$.
Second, let us assume that (M & Xi , M & Yi) is not graded. So there exist
two vertices xi , x$i in M & Xi and two vertices yi , y$i in M & Yi such that
xi sees yi and misses y$i , while x$i misses yi and sees y$i . We consider
M$=M&(Xi _ Yi&[xi , x$x , yi , y$i]) and claim that M$ is an even pair-
free subgraph of G. This and the minimality of M will imply M=M$, so
M & Xi=[xi , x$i] and M & Yi=[ yi , y$i], as desired. To prove the claim, let
us consider two non-adjacent vertices u, v of M$. Since M is an obstruction
there exists an odd chordless u&v-path P in M. If P contains at most one
vertex from Xi and at most one from Yi , then as above we can build a
chordless odd u&v-path P$ of M$ by replacing in P any vertex from Xi
with xi and any vertex from Yi with yi . So suppose now and by symmetry
that P contains two vertices a, b of M & Xi . As above, P contains no vertex
of N(Xi)&Yi . It must be that one of a, b is an extremity of P, for otherwise
P=u } } } dabc } } } v, necessarily with c, d # Yi , and so cd would be an edge,
a contradiction. Hence, P=abc } } } v, with c # Yi . By symmetry on the pair
xi , x$i , we may assume a=u=xi . If the fourth vertex w of P is not in Yi ,
then xix$i y$i+P[w } } } v] is a chordless odd u&v-path in M$ and we are
done. If w is in Yi , then c, w # Yi , and as above this entails that P has no
vertex in N(Yi)&Xi . In consequence P=xibcw, and necessarily w=v= y$i .
However, there exists in M$ a chordless odd path from xi to y$i . Indeed, by
the hypothesis M&(Xi _ Yi) is not empty, and by connectivity there exists
a vertex x in NM(M & Xi)&Yi . Since M has no clique-cutset, M&Xi is
connected, and so there exists a shortest path Q from x to M & Yi in M&Xi .
The penultimate vertex y of Q before M & Yi is in NM(M & Yi)&Xi and sees
all of Yi . Then xix+Q[x } } } y]+ yy$i is the desired chordless path (it is odd
because x ix+Q[x } } } y]+ yyi+ yixi is a hole). K
The preceding lemma suggests a definition. We call improved skeleton of
an elementary graph G the graph H* obtained from H* as follows: for
each i such that the i th augment is not graded, add two adjacent vertices
x$i , y$i , link x$i to all of NH*(xi) _ [xi]& yi , and link yi to all of NH*( yi) _
[ yi]&xi . Clearly, H* is a subgraph of G. Moreover, it is an LGB graph.
Indeed, let bi be the vertex of B* that represents the maximal clique xi yi .
For each i such that the i th augment is not graded create a new vertex b$i
in B* and link it to the two neighbours of bi . Call B* the bipartite graph
that results from these additions. Then it is easy to check that H*=L(B*).
Lemma 9. Let G be an elementary graph that contains an obstruction M.
Then either M is an even antihole or M lies in the improved skeleton of G.
Proof. If G is cobipartite, or if G is not cobipartite but M lies entirely
in the i th augment Xi _ Yi , then Theorem C implies that M is an antihole.
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If G is not cobipartite and M is not included in any Xi _ Yi then Lemma 8
implies that M lies in the improved skeleton. K
An immediate consequence is:
Theorem 5. An elementary graph is strict quasi-parity if and only if its
improved skeleton is a strict quasi-parity graph and each augment is the
complement of a chordal-bipartite graph.
Now we have proved Theorem 1. K
Finally, Theorem 5 yields a polynomial-time algorithm for testing if an
elementary graph G is strict quasi-parity. We can test if the augments are
complements of chordal-bipartite graphs as mentioned after Theorem C.
So, it remains only to test if a given LGB graph (the improved skeleton)
is strict quasi-parity. The following subsection handles this problem.
Recognizing Strict Quasi-Parity LGB graph
Hougardy [14] has a good characterization of the LGB graphs that
contain an even pair. Here however we need to solve a stronger question:
Suppose that we are given an LGB graph and we are asked to determine
if it is strict quasi-parity. We may assume that it is the line-graph of a simple
bipartite graph, since twins can obviously not both be in an obstruction. An
even pair which also forms a 2-cutset is called an even 2-cutset. We will use
a result that we formulate as follows:
Theorem G [14]. In a 2-connected LGBS graph, the only even pairs are
the even 2-cutsets.
Algorithm LGBSQP
Input: An LGBS graph G ; Question: Is G a strict quasi-parity graph?
Step 0. Put G in a queue;
Step 1. If the queue is empty, then declare that G is a strict quasi-
parity graph, and stop; else, remove a graph H from the queue;
Step 2. If H has a clique-cutset C, then put the pieces of H with
respect to C in the queue and return to Step 1;
Step 3. If H has an even 2-cutset [x, y], then put in the queue each
component of H&[x, y] and return to Step 1;
Step 4. If H is a clique then return to Step 1; else declare that G is
not a strict quasi-parity graph and stop.
This algorithm always stops since it is a combination of clique-cutset
decomposition and vertex removal. To justify its validity, first suppose that
it stops at Step 4, with a certain connected subgraph H of G which is not
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a clique. Actually H is 2-connected or else it would have a cut-vertex and
Step 2 would have been applied. Also, H has no even 2-cutset by Step 3.
Theorem G certifies that H has no even pair. So G is not strict quasi-parity.
Conversely, suppose that G is not strict quasi-parity; i.e., G contains an
obstruction M.
Lemma 10. Throughout the execution of the algorithm, M lies in one of
the graphs contained in the queue.
Proof. At the beginning M lies in G. Assume that at some Step 2 or
Step 3 we process a graph H that contains M. By Lemma 1, M has no
clique-cutset; so, if Step 2 applies to H then M is still contained in one of
the corresponding pieces of H. Next, suppose that Step 3 applies to H, with
an even 2-cutset [x, y] of H. Clearly, x, y are not both in M, since M has
no even pair. So we may assume MH& y. Since x cannot be a cut-vertex
of M, it must be that M/H$ _ [x], where H$ is a component of H&[x, y].
Note that N(x) & H$ is a clique, as [ y] is not a cut-vertex of H and H&H$
must contain the other clique of N(x). Hence M cannot contain x or else
N(x) & H$ would be a clique-cutset of M. So MH$ as desired. K
This lemma implies that when the algorithm stops the queue is not
empty; so it stops at Step 4.
The complexity of the algorithm depends on the complexity of finding a
clique-cutset, which is polynomial as shown in [22], and on the complexity
of finding an even 2-cutset. Finding a 2-cutset is easy by exhaustive
examination of all pairs. A 2-cutset [x, y] is an even pair if and only if any
arbitrary chordless (x, y)-path is even; indeed, in the opposite case there
would exist an even (x, y)-path P in one component of H&[x, y] and an
odd (x, y)-path Q in another component of H&[x, y], and so P+Q
would be an odd hole.
Finally, when G is not strict quasi-parity, the graph H obtained at the
end of the algorithm is even pair-free but not necessarily an obstruction.
However, it is easy to find an obstruction induced in H. For this purpose,
run the algorithm again on each subgraph H&v, v # V(H). If all such
subgraphs are declared strict quasi-parity then H is indeed minimally even
pair-free. Else, the algorithm produces a new even pair-free graph H$
strictly smaller than H. Repeating this procedure will produce an obstruction
after at most O( |V(H)|2) iterations.
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